
Inca Pilgrimage - Part III (Peru)  

Hi friends and relatives, 

Susie and I are now enjoying the country of Peru. There is much to say about this 

totally different South American country, but for now I will let the pictures do the 

talking.  

I finally was able to find a good computer to upload pictures onto my web site. So I 

hope you enjoy our Inca Pilgrimage -- so far. Many more miles to go, and places to 

see. As one writer said: "The traveler sees what he sees, the tourist sees what he has 

come to see."  

The link to the pictures is at: 

Inca Pilgrimage 

Enjoy, and hope to hear from all of you (when you can). 

Paul and Susie 

 

  

Street of Chiclayo, Peru 

http://wigowsky.com/travels/inca/inca.htm


  

Sugar cane harvest in fields near Chiclaya (on way to Sipan) 

  

Sipan sign 



  

Funerary tomb 

  

Funerary tomb 



  

Monument of Sipan area 

  

Tomb of Lord of Sipan 



  

Susie and me at Sipan 

  

Motorcycle taxi - ride with Jonathan (he ran out of gas half-way back to Trujillo) 



  

Sunset in the Northern Desert of Peru - on our way to Trujillo 

  

Plaza in Trujillo 



  

Pyramid of the Moon near Trujillo - Moche civilization 

  

murals at Pyramid of the Moon 



  

Pyramid of the Sun - not much excavation has taken place there, yet. 

  

Susie and me at the Pyramid of the Moon 



  

Calendar of Moche history, culture, and civilization 

  

Susie and me at the murals - original and well-preserved 



  

Cerro Blanco, hill named after full moon brightness that it reflects 

  

Peruvian dog, famous for its body heat that heals arthritis, etc. 



  

Guide Wilmar 

  

with guide Wilmar and the Peruvian dog 



  

At Chan Chan (center of Chumi civilization), with guide Lucy 

  

Susie and me at Chan Chan (near Trujillo) 



  

Painting of former Chan Chan civilization 

  

Susie enjoys a bowl of Shambar soup - delicious! 



  

At Arco Iris (named after rainbow) archaeological site 

  

Arco Iris, a temple site 



  

Arco Iris wall reliefs 

  

Playing with a friendly Peruvian dog 



  

Peruvian dogs at Huaca La Esmeralda, a small site 

  

Huaca La Esmeralda (named after an emerald that was found here at the site) 



  

Cathedral of Trujillo 

  

Sue on a caballito (horse made of reeds) at Huanchaco, Pacific Ocean 



  

Caballitos at the beach 

  

Enjoying ceviche, a Peruvian favorite, at Huanchaco 



  

Susie with the town of Huanchaco in the background 

  

Susie on the Huanchaco bus, heading back to Trujillo 



  

Street art in Trujillo, artist painted "Che" 

  

Merced Church in Trujillo 



  

City Arch, Trujillo 

 


